Fz s version 2

With a fat rear tyre to crush the competition and naked aggressive styling the FS S is a hit in the
premium cc market. Yamaha is working on the next generation FZ. The new bike gets a new
muscular design, a new LED headlamp and new features. The base model is expected to get a
rear disc brake and ABS as standard. We expect the new generation FZ series to be launched by
early Good mileage better pick-up stylish comfortable display quality was so good worst one is
maintanence. I've ridden this bike continuosly for hours and not faced a single issue only issue
is its power if you are commuting at kmphthen there is no power to overtake someone. If you
use this for daily commute comfort level is good, Riding posture is comfortablebut if you go for
a tour try to get a air seat or upgrade your seat cover with a foam covermileage is good on
highway i get more than 40kmplafter sale service is not that good some yamaha showrooms
give good service and there are some where you don't want to take your bike at allit is a good
bike to be your first but if you are updating. Go for a cc bike or choose a bike which have more
than 20bhp. The bike I bought was in It was the refreshed model from the company and I loved
it's look. An added FI system definitely inclined me towards the bike. The wide looking tyres
make the bike look very bold and attractive. Ride quality is good and fuel economy is pretty
good. Also note that the bike weighs just kg, which feels great to handle but at the same time
gives enough confidence on highways cruising at kph. Now coming to the points that I don't
really like about the bike. These come as part of being with the bike for 3 years. The rear brakes
suck. They are good for nothing. Thank god, Yamaha introduced rear disc brakes on new
models. Tyres skid a lot on wet roads. Lack of raw power. It feels under powered in low RPMs.
Acceleration isn't the greatest. Feels breathless at speeds over 80kph. Headlight isn't bright
enough in dark. Overall, a good bike for the city ride with great comfort. Thumbs up Yamaha for
making a good bike for Indian roads. It is an ideal bike. World class handling for a street naked ,
killer looks and great comfort. The only complain is the engine. It's not the feel of the engine am
complaining about or that sweet midrange compiled with that slick shifting gear box, but I wish
the engine would have had a bit more grunt in the top end. The brakes are really progressive
which gives huge confidence while entering the corners. May be the engine of the Gixxer would
have made it the best cc bike in India. Now there are 2 versions. Perfect bike and excellent
service. Spares were but costly but very durable. Then i shifted to Dehradun Mussoorie and
bought FI version. Here situation changed. There is issue with service. Service guys seems to
lack proper training unlike their friends in Delhi. Since last 3 services i have been telling them
about faint noise from front tyre but they have not been able to resolve it. Otherwise bike is
nice. Very low Center of gravity and good handling which is needed when I commute between
Dehradun-Mussoorie. Yes it lacks the fast pickup like Pulsar and Apache. It"s a daily
commuter"s motorcycle, specially for those who expect high fuel efficiency. The fuel injection
technology provides an average of 50kmpl if sensibly driven. Although the power and
performance at higher speeds are not that much exciting as compared to the other rivals suzuki
gixxer, apache rtr 4v which one may get at a similar price range. Nevertheless the motorcycle is
highly stable at even speeds above 80kmph, the breaks provide you enough confidence to flick
it around the traffic. Overall its for daily commuters, youngsters, students who expect value for
money, style and fuel efficiency at the same time. We put these machines through a vigorous
test to get you the answer. Thank you! Your question has been submitted and is under
moderartion. You will receive all communications on :. Mileage : 50 Kmpl to 53 Kmpl. Engine :
CC to CC. Top Speed : Kmph. The engine is a cc carburetted unit putting out The mileage figure
stands at 50 kmpl. The bike is available in three different colours. Read More. Armada Blue.
Opal White. Knight Red. Lightning Cyan. Hurricane Gray. Dark Knight. Exchange of a vehicle
would depend on certain factors such as kilometres driven, physical condition, number of
owners, etc. For detailed information and availability of the exchange offers, we would request
you to please connect with the nearest authorized dealership as the offers may vary. Follow the
link and select your desired city for dealership details. Last month I purchased one second
hand FZ Fi V2 model but from beginning the bike has starting problem and daily I am facing
same. I want to get rid of this situation. The problem could be due to the battery or may be the
ignition switch or else. Follow the given link and select your desired city for service centers.
Click on the given link and select your desired city for dealership details. It's On road that varies
state to state the ex showroom cost all over India is same visit your nearest yamaha authorize
dealership they might be having the BS4 stock with them if so they are selling this stock of BS4
product in offer some where 10k to 15k cheaper than actual on road cost which was 1. View All
Answers. At the performance point gixxer cc motor churns 14 PS of power where FZ 2. Then
power delivery is smooth in both bikes but its the gixxer whos pick up is agressive when u spin
the throttle similarly with the exhaust note also change in gixxer as compare to FZ's. Here in
performance tyres plays important role in my opinion if you see neatly both the bikes share
same set of tyrs of MRF but its the gixxers tyres are omega shape which are sticky in corners

also in straight line the less patch in contact of the road helps to develop more speed.. Gixxer
has 43 teeths in rear sproket while FZ having 41 teeths in rear As per my knowledge which also
create little benifit to gixxer to gain her speed with ease. Please buy the bike with your needs
not only for look or only milage or some specification. Every bike has some deficiency and not
of them are perfect in this segment but I'm giving you the basic idea about these 2 bikes. Hope
you will choose one with less tension. Gixxer is near to the ultimste naked bike thrill.. Fz need
update in styling.. I want to know how is this bike and which colour have a great look? So, FZ
looked a better option back then. Coming to my satisfaction of the bike, yes I am satisfied
because I have till date not faced any major issue with the bike except a few minor ones as
below: 1. Braking is not great. Not sure about it on new the new model that has rear disc brakes.
Need to change the gear very frequently when you lower the speed. Head lights are not bright
enough Overall, thumbs up to Yamaha for making bikes for Indian streets. I had been using this
bike almost 7 years and it delivers the same performance since day 1. Worst case you will get
V3 should be better as it comes with ABS, only problem it is heavier than v2, fzs is very old but
it has advantages like 14bhp and Kick option, but as v3 with 13bhp had lesser weight and fuel
injection technology the pickup and fuel economy is better. As per my knowledge, fz v2 is the
best bike for single ride. The all new fz v3 comes with single ABS. I did almost 53, km in 1. Apart
from colours and graphics, everything is same, i. This is not advisable Get rto permission first
View All Answers. How to start this bike without self start - FZS V2? You can put it on centre
stand and keep the bike on third gear.. It will start. But before doing it on your own I recommend
you to watch videos in YouTube. My friend , you take in 1or 2 gear in clutch and you have to run
mtr and jurk from your release clutch. Your bike will be start Put it on center stand and shift in
3rd gear and rotate the real wheel clock wise it will start View All Answers. Fz v2 is best and one
more thing is important u must be change the engine oil and other parts time to time any one is
best but particularly fz v3 comes with ABS in this only one reason to I choose the fz v3 Both
bikes are same just in difference of body ,no changes in engine, same power, same engine ,
same torque, same pickup, same height,weight,length,wheelbase. Cosmetic changes and no
changes in the engine power a new instrument cluster and a bit added comfort View All
Answers. Add a Review. Latest Most Relevant. Yamaha Bikes. Choose your city. Popular Cities.
Last known Avg. Ex-showroom price. Yamaha FZ S V 2. Good Things. Could be Better. It also
imbibes confidence in the rider owing to good tyres and braking performance. The motorcycle
does all this while looking stylish and muscular, thanks to its edgy body panels and chunky rear
wheel. As reported by FZ S V 2. Fuel Type Petrol. Max Power 13 bhp 8, rpm. Max Torque Cooling
System Air Cooled. Transmission 5 Speed Manual. Transmission Type Chain Drive. Emission
Standard Displacement cc. Cylinders 1. Bore 57 mm. Stroke 57 mm. Valves Per Cylinder 2.
Compression Ratio Ignition Transistor Controlled Ignition. Spark Plugs 1 Per Cylinder. Clutch
Wet, Multiple Disc. Fuel Delivery System Fuel Injection. Fuel Tank Capacity 12 litres. Reserve
Fuel Capacity Riding Range Maximum distance a petrol bike can travel on a full fuel tank and an
electric bike can travel on a full charge Km. Mileage - ARAI 45 kmpl. Mileage - Owner Reported
BikeWale collects mileage information from bike owners to provide you with the actual mileage
that you might get. Top Speed Front Brake Type Disc. Front Brake Size mm. Rear Brake Type
Drum. Tyre Type Tubeless. Rear Brake Size mm. Calliper Type Front Wheel Size 17 inch. Rear
Wheel Size 17 inch. Radial Tyres Yes. Wheel Type Alloy. Front Suspension Telescopic. Rear
Suspension Swingarm. Kerb Weight kg. Overall Length 1, mm. Overall Width mm. Wheelbase 1,
mm. Ground Clearance mm. Seat Height mm. Overall Height 1, mm. Chassis Type Diamond
Type. Odometer Digital. DRLs Daytime running lights Mobile App Connectivity Low Battery
Indicator Pillion Backrest No. Pillion Grabrail Yes. USB charging port Front storage box Under
seat storage Speedometer Digital. Fuel Guage Yes. Tachometer Digital. Stand Alarm No.
Stepped Seat Yes. Tripmeter Type Digital. Low Fuel Indicator Low Oil Indicator Pillion Seat Yes.
Pillion Footrest Yes. Digital Fuel Guage Yes. Start Type Electric Start. Shift Light No. Killswitch
No. Clock No. Electric System 12V DC. Headlight Type Halogen Bulb Type. Turn Signal Yes.
Pass Light Yes. Additional features Brought from authorized yamaha showroom. Riding
experience with great engine is much better than other cc segments. Looks obviously amazing
and mileage is good for a long journey. Comfortable journey with great sitting posture is best to
me. The only con to me is it'. Inappropriate review? Report Abuse. Value to money for
youngsters 2. Comfortable ride for long distance 3. Looks awesome, design graphics matt color
split seat, in short all in one, performance is good 4. Required regular maintenance, if
maintained it give 45kmpl mileage 5. Yamaha, we all know, amazing brand with powerful
machines which are quiet impressive in every aspect. Yamaha fz v2 is one of the most
spectacular model from yamaha. Mine v2 is fz n v2 2 gs8 -dual disk variant. Riding experience is
too good, made for daily use, still hav. It is pouring like never before and we are not
complaining at all. The dust has all settled down, the highways washed out of all the muck and

oil and the green is everywhere. And that means highway time for us motorcyclists. Now that we
know how the Yamaha FZ S 2. It has been two weeks of commute to office on the FZ and each
time I park it, walk off and turn back for a glance, it looks nice. The FZ has been carrying these
looks for ever and I thought I would get bored of those by now! Also, after getting the chain
slack fixed and the drum rubbers set right, the lag that I was cribbing about before has
vanished, almost. While it still peeps out at lower revs, it can be ignored and at higher revs, it is
almost non-existent. The FZ series of motorcycles has been a steady seller for Yamaha
primarily because of those big-bike looks. When the FZ first hit the Indian roads in , there was
nothing with such a muscular profile and stout wheels which made it one of the favourite urban
motorcycles. The FZ-S version 2. For the better part of the last three decades, Suzuki and
Yamaha have been locked in a fierce battle. The Suzuki had a 10cc advantage over the Yamaha
RX, was more powerful and the oozed sex appeal like no other bike. And yet it failed. But here
we are again with both the Gixxer and the FZ, and for good reason. More importantly, we also
now have the Honda Hornet R. This is where it all begins. For the young and restless, the cc
class is the first step towards a fast and performance oriented motorcycling future. As they
mature, both in age and in riding skill, the young will continue to invest in larger, more powerful,
and more expensive machines. But, this, the cc class, sets the right tone. Yamaha is scheduled
to launch the FZ V 3. The bike has been spotted on test a couple of times revealing a few details.
So, here is what you can expect from the upcoming motorcycle from Yamaha. Just before we
dive into the new year, here are all the prominent stories of the concluding week. To give you a
clearer picture, here are the top five most popular stories of No suggestions found Search by
bike name e. Select city Current Location. Popular Cities. Key specs cc 13 bhp 45 kmpl kg.
Version Standard. Explore other FZ bikes:. FZ S FI cc, FZ25 cc, FZ FI cc, About FZ S V 2.
Design-wise, the model is extremely similar to the standard FZ V 2. The FZ-S is powered by an
air-cooled, fuel injected cc single-cylinder engine. The engine produces 13bhp of power and The
company has recently introduced a rear disc brake as an option for the FZ-S, at a premium of Rs
over the variants with a rear drum brake. The new FZ-S is available in matte green, white, grey,
black, dark blue and cyan. The Yamaha FZ-S 2. Could be Better Lacks power compared to its
rivals Lacks modern features. Yamaha FZ FI cc , Check on-road price. Bajaj Pulsar Suzuki
Gixxer cc , Yamaha MT 15 cc , Honda SP cc , Hero Glamour Wheelbase 1, mm Ground Clearance
mm Seat Height mm. Click on "Allow" to get latest updates. Was this review helpful? Yes 0 No 0
Inappropriate review? Used it for Everything. Yes 1 No 1 Inappropriate review? Used it for Daily
Commute. Ridden for kms. Got mileage of 42 kmpl. Got mileage of 45 kmpl. Got mileage of. Why
do you want to report it abuse? Comment Report. Read all user reviews. Read all expert
reviews. Bhat For the better part of the last three decades, Suzuki and Yamaha have been
locked in a fierce battle. Read more. Neil Nair. Anuj Mishra. Read all news. Yamaha showrooms.
Yamaha showrooms in Chennai 51 showrooms. Yamaha showrooms in Pune 41 showrooms.
Yamaha showrooms in Delhi 39 showrooms. Yamaha showrooms in Bangalore 38 showrooms.
Yamaha showrooms in Hyderabad 29 showrooms. Yamaha showrooms in Mumbai 23
showrooms. Yamaha showrooms in Kolkata 19 showrooms. Yamaha showrooms in Lucknow 7
showrooms. Yamaha showrooms in India showrooms. Upcoming Yamaha bikes. View all. Notify
me on launch. View all used bikes. Here's a list of best Bikes. Royal Enfield Classic Avg. Royal
Enfield Meteor Avg. Jawa 42 Avg. Hero Electric Optima Avg. Honda Activa 6G Avg. Yamaha MT
15 Avg. Royal Enfield Bullet Avg. To get updates about Please enter your mobile number. Thank
You! We will notify you when gets launched. Download Mobile App. Mileage Owner Reported
Mileage: BikeWale collects mileage information from bike owners to provide you with the actual
mileage that you might get. The Yamaha FZ was spotted testing near Chennai. Going by the spy
shots, the motorcycle looks beefier than before and packs better features as well. Yamaha has
made the headlamp,which is expected to get LED illumination, sleeker as well. The front fender
has also been redesigned, hinting at the possibility of a fatter front tyre. The fuel tank is now
more muscular and the tank extensions go further down, almost covering the sides of the
engine. Surprisingly, the bike spotted testing was equipped with a single piece unit. Coming to
the rear, the licence plate holder is shorter, while the tyre hugger retains practicality without
compromising on the looks. The exhaust now looks fatter and stubbier, and is reminiscent to
the first-gen FZ. It also packs a new heat shield inspired by the FZ The powerplant is likely to be
air-cooled and fuel injected, like the current-gen motorcycle. The current-gen FZ produces
Brakes include discs on both ends, and expect Yamaha to offer at least a single-channel ABS
when it launches the motorcycle. Speaking of which, the bike is expected to enter our markets
in early The new edition is a cosmetic update and gets a matte black paint scheme with chrome
graphics. Yamaha FZ-S is one of the most successful street motorcycles that comes with a
muscular body design and promises superior performance. The bike is a descendant of the
iconic streetbike, Yamaha FZ1 that caters high-end motorcycle admirers. Yamaha FZs is

powered by a cc, four-stroke, air-cooled engine that comes mated to a five-speed gearbox. It
develops a maximum power of On the other hand, FZ-S FI gets its power from a cc, four-stroke,
air-cooled, fuel injected engine that generates a peak power of It is mated to a five-speed
transmission system and uses wet multiplate clutch setup. Yamaha FZs V2. With this
technology in hand, the manufacturer claims an improved fuel economy for the bike. Yamaha
has equipped FZs series with telescopic forks at the front with monocross single shock
absorber at the rear. The bikes are fitted with disc brake at the front and drum brake at the rear
end to give an enhanced braking. Yamaha FZs as said earlier, is one of the most beautifully
crafted motorcycles the country has seen so far. The front profile of the bike incorporates a
triangular shaped headlamp section with a positioning light at the top. A small black visor
crowned above gives the bike a pure naked appearance. The rear grab rails are impressively
mounted on the rear side panels marking a striking appearance. The tail end section of FZs V2.
The instrument console of the bike is purely digital that displays speedometer, tachometer, fuel
gauge and tripmeter. Yamaha FZs is powered by a cc, four stroke, air-cooled engine that comes
mated to a five speed gearbox. The wonderful bike, I loved it. This is a budget bike with a sporty
look. Also good mileage and performance. I am so Read More. When I start the bike and till ten
minutes when the rear brake applied loud Kar Kar voice is there, came from the rear The bike is
not at all smooth. Very costly to maintain. I replaced suspension, chain bracket, and razor kit in
just Very lucky bike very good condition. I like it so much and it's comfortable and a very good
superb bike. Varun asked on 17 Oct For this, we would suggest you walk into the nearest
authorized service centre The upgraded version is Rama asked on 24 Jan For the availability,
we would suggest you walk into the nearest dealership as Buy Used. Book Appointment - Get
Best Price. Two Wheeler Insurance Online. Apply Personal Loan. Bajaj Pulsar NS Bajaj Pulsar
Hero Xtreme R. Honda XBlade. Design and Features Yamaha FZs as said earlier, is one of the
most beautifully crafted motorcycles the country has seen so far. Engine and Performance
Yamaha FZs is powered by a cc, four stroke, air-cooled engine that comes mated to a five speed
gearbox. Write Your Review. Lovely bike The wonderful bike, I loved it. Kar kar sound from rear
brake. By moinoddin sayyed. Super Bike With Great Superbike, good mileage, good pick up,
and the grip of the tire is great. Very Bad Experience. Very Nice Bike. By farooq shariff. Yamaha
FZ-S V2. Explore View Ask a question from owners Type your question here Latest Questions.
What is best Xblade or fzs v2 ferdos asked on 8 Dec Between these two bikes, Honda XBlade is
the only bike you may go with as Yamaha By Bikedekho experts on 8 Dec Answer View Answer.
Varun asked on 17 Oct For this, we would suggest you walk into the nearest authorized service
centre By Bikedekho experts on 17 Oct Vishal asked on 6 Sep By Bikedekho experts on 6 Sep
Srinu asked on 25 Jan By Bikedekho experts on 25 Jan Answer View Answers 4. Please let me
this model available. Rama asked on 24 Jan For the availability, we would suggest you walk into
the nearest dealership as By Bikedekho experts on 24 Jan Bikes Under 1 Lakh. Best Sports
Naked Bikes. Bikes Under cc. Best Self Start Bikes. Other Yamaha FZ bikes. Yamaha FZ 25 Rs.
Yamaha FZ bikes. Trending Yamaha Bikes Popular Upcoming. Yamaha MT Rs 1. Yamaha Bikes.
Yamaha XSR Rs 1. Yamaha NMax Rs 1. Yamaha R3 Rs 3. Yamaha Upcoming Bikes. Tyre Type.
The wonderful bike, I loved it. This is a budget bike with a sporty look. Also good mileage and
performance. I am so Read More. When I start the bike and till ten minutes when the rear brake
applied loud Kar Kar voice is there, came from the rear The bike is not at all smooth. Very costly
to maintain. I replaced suspension, chain bracket, and razor kit in just Very lucky bike very good
condition. I like it so much and it's comfortable and a very good superb bike. Varun asked on 17
Oct For this, we would suggest you walk into the nearest authorized service centre The
upgraded version is Rama asked on 24 Jan For the availability, we would suggest you walk into
the nearest dealership as Buy Used. Apache RTR Specifications. Bajaj Pulsar NS Pulsar NS
Specifications. Bajaj Pulsar Pulsar Specifications. Hero Xtreme R. Xtreme R Specifications.
Honda XBlade. XBlade Specifications. Write Your Review. Lovely bike The wonderful bike, I
loved it. By palash das. Kar kar sound from rear brake. By moinoddin sayyed. Super Bike With
Great Superbike, good mileage, good pick up, and the grip o
touch plate relay wiring diagram
ignition custom forge
1997 honda foreman 400 service manual
f the tire is great. By naresh sharma. Very Bad Experience. By pras. Very Nice Bike. By farooq
shariff. Ask a question from owners Type your question here Latest Questions. What is best
Xblade or fzs v2 ferdos asked on 8 Dec Between these two bikes, Honda XBlade is the only bike
you may go with as Yamaha By Bikedekho experts on 8 Dec Answer View Answer. Varun asked
on 17 Oct For this, we would suggest you walk into the nearest authorized service centre By
Bikedekho experts on 17 Oct Vishal asked on 6 Sep By Bikedekho experts on 6 Sep Srinu asked

on 25 Jan By Bikedekho experts on 25 Jan Answer View Answers 4. Please let me this model
available. Rama asked on 24 Jan For the availability, we would suggest you walk into the
nearest dealership as By Bikedekho experts on 24 Jan Bikes Under 1 Lakh. Best Sports Naked
Bikes. Bikes Under cc. Best Self Start Bikes. Yamaha MT Rs 1. Yamaha FZ 25 Rs 1. Yamaha
Bikes. Yamaha Scooters. Latest Yamaha Bikes Bikes. Yamaha Latest Bikes. Sports Naked
Bikes.

